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57 ABSTRACT 
A nozzle assembly intended to be hand held at the end 
of a water hose or supported on top of a stake inserted 
in the ground has a main body portion and a nozzle 
plate rotatably supported on the main body portion. 
The nozzle plate has a plurality of nozzle orifices of 
different sizes or characteristics indexable in front of 
an outlet port in the main body portion. Sealing 
means, recesses and other features are provided to 
prevent water from squirting at a user while he holds 
the nozzle assembly and indexes the nozzle plate to 
present different nozzle orifices to the outlet port. 

15 Claims, 11 Drawing Figures 
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SPRAY NOZZLE 
This application is a continuation-in-part application 

of application Ser. No. 133,556, filed Apr. 13, 1971 
now U.S. Pat. No. 3,711,029 granted Jan. 16, 1973. 
This invention relates to a nozzle assembly having a 5 

plurality of indexable nozzle orifices on a nozzle plate. 

It is an improvement on the nozzle assembly shown 
and claimed in my allowed application, Ser. No. 
133,556, filed Apr. 13, 1971. 
The nozzle apparatus of my prior application, while 

an advance in the art, had various deficiencies which it 
is the object of this invention to correct. 
Accordingly, it is an object of this invention to thor 

oughly prevent leakage of liquid around the rim of the 
nozzle body while the nozzle plate is being indexed and 
to prevent any leakage of liquid when the nozzle plate 
is in a spray delivery position. 

It is another object to flush out any dirt or grime 
which may get between the nozzle body and plate and 
cause leakage and difficulty in indexing the plate. 

It is another object to provide an inexpensive, dura 
ble and attractive device which will efficiently and . 
completely satisfactorily perform its functions. 
To achieve the above objects and others which will 

become apparent in the following description, I provide 
various structural features including a main nozzle 
body which has a sealing recess having an outer wall, 
the top portion of which is recessed at opposed loca 
tions and a seal in the recess having its upper portion 
fitting loosely in the recess so that as indexing of a noz 
zle plate occurs, water leaking past the seal can escape 
through the top recesses into a large cup-shaped cavity 
furnishing access to the various openings of the nozzle 
plate, whereby the leaking water issues towards the 
front of the nozzle apparatus rather than from the rim, 
the nozzle plate further having a circular downturned 
flange contacting a circumferential shoulder on the 
main body portion additionally to inhibit leakage from 
the rim. . 
The invention will be better understood, as well as 

further objects and advantages will become more ap 
parent from the ensuing detailed specification of a pre 
ferred, although exemplary, embodiment taken in con 
junction with the drawing, wherein: 
FIG. 1 is an elevation of the nozzle assembly 

mounted on a stake; 
FIG. 2 is a plan view of the nozzle assembly; 
FIG. 3 is a cross section taken on line 3-3 of FIG. 
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FIG. 4 is a perspective view of the seal; 
FIG. 5 is a cross-sectional view taken on line 5-5 of 

FIG. 4; 
FIG. 6 is a fragmentary cross section taken on line 

6-6 of FIG. 3; 
FIG. 7 is a plan view of the main body portion by it 

self without any of the associated parts; 
FIG. 8 is a cross section on line 8-8 of FIG. 7, 
FIG. 9 is a fragmentary cross section on line 9-9 of 

FIG. 2; 
FIG. 10 is a fragmentary cross section on line 10-10 

of FIG. 2; and 
FIG. 11 is a fragmentary cross section of the central 

part of the apparatus with the fastening rivet shown de 
tached before it is secured to the main body portion. 
FIG. 1 shows the nozzle apparatus 1 having an exten 

sion 2 connected to a hose 3 and mounted on a stake 
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2 
4. In this position selected nozzle orifices may be used 
to water a lawn, for example, with the desired type of 
spray. 

Alternatively, the nozzle apparatus may be disassoci 
ated from the stake and simply be held in the hand to 
deliver desired sprays. 
The nozzle assembly or apparatus comprises a main 

body portion 5 and a nozzle plate or carrier 6 secured 
to the main body portion by a rivet 7 received in a cen 
trally located recess 8 formed by an upstanding circular 
wall 9. The parts 5, 6 and 7 are each made of plastic, 
preferably cycolac GSM and are each molded as an in 
tegral whole. The rivet 7 has a circular ridge 10 on its 
bottom and a circular ridge 11 on the bottom of heat 
portion 12. After nozzle plate 6 has been associated 
with main body portion 5, the rivet 7 is pressed down 
into recess 8 and sonically or ultrasonically vibrated to 
thereby fuse ridges 10, 11 and weld the rivet to the bot 
tom of the recess and the top of wall 9. The outer por 
tion of heat 12 overlies the surrounding circular wall 13 
of nozzle plate 6. The nozzle plate 6 is thus firmly held 
in contact with certain parts of main body portion 5 
and the sealing means while being free to rotate about 
circular wall 9 and the central axis of the main body 
portion. 
The extension 2 of the main body forms an interiorly 

threaded inlet port 14 to which is threaded the conven 
tional end fitting or fixture of water hose 3 when the 
nozzle apparatus is in use, a conventional washer being 
positioned in the bottom of threaded port 14. Outlet 
port 15 communicates with and forms a continuation 
of inlet port 14. Recess 16 surrounds outlet port 15 
being formed by an inner wall 17 (the wall 17 also 
forming the wall of the port 15) and an outer wall 18. 
At diametrically opposite points the wall 18 has in 
dented portions 18a for a purpose to be later described. 

The recess 16 receives the seal means 19 which has 
an annular portion 20 and at one end an outwardly pro 
truding circumferential rim or shoulder portion 21. The 
end surface 22 adajcent to shoulder 21 is chamfered. 
The annular portion 20 is undercut at 19a to form a 
bottom thin cylindrical part and a top thicker cylindri 
cal part. The seal 19 is made of elastomeric material, 
preferably polyethylene. 

In use the seal 19 is placed in recess 16 with the end 
of the seal bearing against the tops of ribs 23 formed in 
wall 18 in the interior of the groove. The proportions 
of the ribs are such that the upper end of seal 19 en 
gages and is urged against a planar wall portion of the 
nozzle plate or carrier 6 when such plate is assembled 
with the main body portion 5. The shoulder 21 snugly 
engages outer wall 18 of the recess and cylindrical por 
tion 20 is spaced from this wall by a radial distance 
equal to the radial width of the shoulder. The inner cy 
lindrical surface of the undercut 19a is spaced from the 
inner wall 17 of recess 16 by the radial dimension of the 
undercut. This arrangement of the seal gives it great 
flexibility which enhances the sealing action. 
The main body portion 5 also comprises a down 

wardly opening socket 25 for receiving the top portion 
of stake 4 with a snug fit. The longitudinal axis of 
socket 25 is parallel to the longitudinal axis of ports 14 
and 15 and the axis of the socket is close to the central 
axis of the nozzle apparatus. 
The main body portion 5 further comprises an annu 

lar collar part 26. Extending inwardly from collar 26 is 
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a circumferential rim 27. Merging with the rim and lo 
cated diametrically opposite from outlet port 15 is a 
circular wall 28 forming a socket 29 receiving a spring 
30 and a detent ball 31, the spring urging the ball out 
wardly. 
The bottom wall 32a of body 5 and the circular up 

standing wall or flange 32 form a cup-shaped structure 
enclosing a large cavity 33. The central portion 34 
which forms socket 25 and a rim 34a at the base of 
socket 8 and merges with wall 18 rises from the bottom 
wall 32a. Similarly the recess wall 18 and wall 28 rise 
from the bottom wall. 
The surface of rim 27 and the tops of central portion 

34, wall 18 and wall 28 form a planar wall or surface 
35. A boss 36 rises from planar wall 35 to contact a pla 
nar wall of the nozzle plate. A space 37 is formed in the 
main body portion below the bottom 38 of recess 8 to 
save material and to minimize warping of the walls of 
recess 16 and socket 25 which may be caused by a large 
mass of plastic material as it cools in a mold. 
The nozzle plate or carrier 6 has a planar wall portion 

38 and a circumferential flange 39 bearing against col 
lar 26. The lower part of flange 39 forms a circumfer 
ential rim 40 extending downwardly from planar wall 
38 and bearing against the outer portion of rim 27 
which forms the outer limits of planar wall 35. A cir 
cumferential top part 41 and a circumferential down 
wardly extending wall 42 form a circumferential socket 
receiving collar 26. The wall 42 includes knurls 42a to 
facilitate turning of the nozzle plate by a hand of the 
Se. 

The planar wall 38 is multiply perforated, having a 
plurality of perforations, namely the openings 43 and 
the nozzle orifices 44. Each of the openings 43 is radi 
ally positioned to cooperate with ball 31 and is circum 
ferentially positioned to be diametrically opposite an 
orifice 44 or a blank space 45. One of the orifices, 46, 
is sized and configured to be simply a continuation of 
port 15. The other orifices each have a different and 
distinct configuration. Orifices 47 and 48 are shown in 
detail in FIGS. 9 and 10, respectively, and orifice 49 is 
shown in FIG. 3. Orifice 49 is formed by the coopera 
tion of a deflector 50 and the wall of the perforation. 
Deflector 50 has a stem portion 51 snapped into and 
held in an opening in spider 52. Once deflector 50 is as 
sembled with spider 52, the assembly is intended to be 
permanent. In assembling stem 51 with spider 52 a so 
lution may be used on the stem tip to cause it initially 
to soften and react with the material of the spider to 
soften it also, the two parts thus becoming welded to 
gether. 

In use nozzle plate 6 is rotated to a desired position 
by grasping the flange 42 with its knurled surface. 
When a desired orifice is in front of the outlet port, ball 
31 will snap into a perforation 43 and hold the nozzle 
plate in position. The nozzle plate may thus be indexed 
to the various desired positions. In four different posi 
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tions four different sprays will issue from the orifices. 
In the fifth position, blank space 45 will prevent any liq 
uid from issuing. 
When the nozzle plate is moved from one position to 

another, some leakage past the seal seems to be un 
avoidable. When the nozzle apparatus is held in the 
hand of the user and the water pressure is continued in 
force while the nozzle plate is turned escaping water 
must be prevented from squirting radially outwardly 
and at the user. In my nozzle apparatus liquid leaking 
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past the seal will enter the large cavity and issue in a 
forward direction through openings 43 and orifices 44. 
Additionally rim 40 bearing against shoulder 27 acts as 
a seal to confine the liquid. . 
The rim 40 and boss 36 also serve to space the bot 

tom of planar wall 38 of the nozzle plate 6 from the top 
of planar wall 35 of the main body portion, the boss 36 
furnishing a bearing surface, a support for the central 
portion of the nozzle plate and inhibiting tilting of the 
nozzle plate due to clearances between the parts. Such 
tilting tends to occur during turning of nozzle plate 6 
when liquid from outlet 16 hits a blank part of the 
plate. The liquid pressure tends to tilt the plate and 
would tend to cause rim 40 to bear hard against rim 27 
at a point diametrically opposite the water pressure to 
exert a braking action. The boss 36 bearing against wall 
38 prevents such tilting and a braking effect is pro 
duced by the boss. Since the boss is radially closer to 
the axis of rotation than the perimeter, the braking ef 
fect is less. With this arrangement, dirt or other foreign 
matter which may find its way inside the nozzle appara 
tus will not bind the parts and prevent easy rotation of 
the nozzle plate. Further any dirt or other foreign mat 
ter will be flushed out into cavity 33 and through the 
perforations 43 and 44. The indentations 18a facilitate 
the flushing action of the liquid, establishing a kind of 
regulated zone of weakness of the seal during move 
ment of the nozzle plate. In practice it has been found. 
that the seal 19 works very well to confine the liquid 
while the nozzle plate is in one of its five desired posi 
tions of use. When the nozzle plate is moved, the seal 
still tends to maintain its sealing action till an opening 
43 begins to straddle the seal. At this time considerable 
leakage takes place, such leakage being greater than 
otherwise because of the indentations 18a. This leak 
age causes a desirable flushing action without annoying 
the user of the device. 
The loose fit of portion 20 of seal 19 and the flexibil 

ity due to undercut 19a have been found to be very ef 
fective in achieving a good seal while the nozzle plate 
is in a desired spray delivering position. Due to the 
loose fit in the recess and the flexibility of the seal it can 
accommodate itself to the irregularities in position 
which the nozzle plate may assume because of the 
clearances between cooperating surfaces of the various 
parts. . 

What is claimed is: 
1. In a nozzle assembly for attachment to a garden 

hose, the combination comprising a main body portion 
including an inlet port for attachment of a garden hose 
fixture and an outlet port in communication with said 
inlet port, an annular collar means on said main body 
portion, a rotatable nozzle plate having a plurality of 
nozzle orifices and including means snugly embraced 
by said collar means and also including a planar wall in 
a plane overlying said outlet port, a recess in the main 
body portion surrounding said outlet port, a seal means 
in said recess and means in said recess urging said seal 
means into sealing engagement with said planar wall of 
said nozzle plate, centrally disposed means arranged to 
retain said nozzle plate within said collar and in firm 
contact with said seal means and indexing means per 
mitting predetermined positioning of said orifices in 
said nozzle plate over said outlet port, said seal means 
being of elastomeric material and comprising an annu 
lar portion fitting loosely in the recess, the end portion 
of said seal facing towards the bottom of said recess 
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protruding radially to fit snugly against a wall of the re 
CCSS. 

2. The nozzle assembly as claimed in claim 1, 
wherein said end portion of said seal comprises an an 
nular shoulder projecting radially outwardly and the 
outer surface of said seal cylinder is spaced from the 
inner wall of said recess by a radial distance substan 
tially equal to the radial width of said shoulder. 

3. The nozzle assembly as claimed in claim 1, 
wherein said main body portion comprises a cavity sur 
rounded by a wall portion and the outer wall of said re 
cess extends upwardly from the bottom of said cavity. 

4. The nozzle assembly as claimed in claim 3, 
wherein said outer wall of said recess has indented por 
tions at its outer edge which facilitate leakage of liquid 
into said cavity when the nozzle plate is rotated to pres 
ent different orifices over said outlet port. 

5. The nozzle assembly as claimed in claim 4, 
wherein said indexing means comprises circumferen 
tially spaced openings in said nozzle plate each of 
which is engageable with a spring pressed detent asso 
ciated with said main body portion and each of said 
openings and orifices is communicable with said cavity. 
6. The nozzle assembly as claimed in claim 1, 

wherein circumferentially spaced ribs on a wall of said 
recess engage the bottom end portion of said seal to 
urge it toward said planar wall of said nozzle plate. 

7. The nozzle assembly as claimed in claim 3, 
wherein the top of said wall portion, the top of the 
outer wall of the recess and a central portion of the 
main body portion form a planar wall portion juxta 
posed with but spaced from the planar wall portion of 
the nozzle plate and the nozzle plate has a downwardly 
directed circumferential flange bearing on the top of 
said wall portion. 

8. The nozzle assembly as claimed in claim 7, 
wherein an upstanding boss on said central portion of 
the main body portion bears against the planar wall of 
said nozzle plate. 

9. The nozzle assembly as claimed in claim 1, 
wherein said nozzle plate has a circumferential knurled 
flange over said collar means. 

10. The nozzle assembly as claimed in claim 1, 
wherein said annular portion of the seal comprises a 
lower cylindrical part radially spaced both from the 
inner and the outer wall of said recess and an upper cy 
lindrical part in engagement with said planar wall, said 
upper cylindrical part being of greater thickness than 
the lower cylindrical part. 

11. In a nozzle assembly for attachment to a garden 
hose, the combination comprising a main body portion 
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6 
including an inlet port for attachment of a garden hose 
fixture and an outlet port in communication with said 
inlet port, a rotatable nozzle plate having a plurality of 
nozzle orifices and including a planar wall in a plane 
overlying said outlet port, a seal means surrounding 
said outlet port having a portion in sealing engagement 
with said planar wall and further including a circumfer 
ential shoulder portion for engagement with an adja 
cent wall, centrally disposed means to retain said noz 
zle plate in form contact with said seal means, indexing 
means permitting predetermined positioning of said or 
ifices in said nozzle plate over said outlet port and 
means on said main body portion for receiving a part 
of a detachable stake to position said nozzle assembly 
over the ground, said means for receiving the stake 
comprising a downwardly opening socket formed in the 
main body portion having an axis parallel to the axis of 
the inlet port. 

12. In a nozzle assembly for attachment to a garden 
hose, the combination comprising a main body portion 
including an inlet port for attachment of a garden hose 
fixture and an outlet port in communication with said 
inlet port, a rotatable nozzle plate having a plurality of 
nozzle orifices and including a planar wall in a plane 
overlying said outlet port, a seal means surrounding 
said outlet port in sealing engagement with said planar 
wall, said seal means further including a portion 
adapted to snugly engage a surrounding wall, centrally 
disposed means to retain said nozzle plate in firm 
contact with said seal means, indexing means permit 
ting predetermined positioning of said orifices in said 
nozzle plate over said outlet port, the interior of said 
main body portion being cup-shaped to form a cavity 
surrounded for substantially its entire extent by the 
outer wall of said main body portion, said outer wall 
being relatively thin. 

13. The nozzle assembly as claimed in claim 12, 
wherein said nozzle plate also has openings, said open 
ings cooperating with a spring pressed detent asso 
ciated with said main body portion, each of said open 
ings and orifices being communicable with said cavity. 

14. The nozzle assembly as claimed in claim 13, 
wherein said nozzle plate has a downwardly directed 
circumferential flange bearing on the top of the wall 
surrounding said cavity. 

15. The nozzle assembly as claimed in claim 14, 
wherein said main body portion has an annular collar 
means and said nozzle plate has means snugly em 
braced by said collar means, said nozzle plate also hav 
ing an annular socket receiving said collar means, a 
knurled flange forming the outer wall of said socket. 
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